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ABSTRACT2

Recent progress in high-throughput data acquisition has shifted the focus from data generation3
to processing and understanding of how to integrate collected information. Context specific4
reconstruction based on generic genome scale models like ReconX or HMR has the potential5
to become a diagnostic and treatment tool tailored to the analysis of specific individuals. The6
respective computational algorithms require a high level of predictive power, robustness and7
sensitivity. Although multiple context specific reconstruction algorithms were published in the last8
ten years, only a fraction of them is suitable for model building based on human high-throughput9
data. Beside other reasons, this might be due to problems arising from the limitation to only one10
metabolic target function or arbitrary thresholding.11

This review describes and analyses common validation methods used for testing model building12
algorithms. Two major methods can be distinguished: consistency testing and comparison13
based testing. The first is concerned with robustness against noise, e.g. missing data due to14
the impossibility to distinguish between the signal and the background of non-specific binding15
of probes in a microarray experiment, and whether distinct sets of input expressed genes16
corresponding to i.e. different tissues yield distinct models. The latter covers methods comparing17
sets of functionalities, comparison with existing networks or additional databases. We test those18
methods on several available algorithms and deduce properties of these algorithms that can19
be compared with future developments. The set of tests performed, can therefore serve as a20
benchmarking procedure for future algorithms.21
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1 INTRODUCTION

Metabolic network reconstructions become ever more complicated and complete with reconstructions24
like Recon2 (Thiele et al., 2013) or HMR (Mardinoglu et al., 2014) containing more than 7000 reactions.25
While these reconstructions are a great tool for the analysis of the potential capabilities of an organism, one26
challenge faced by many researchers is that different cell types in multicellular organisms exhibit diverse27
functionality and the global generic network is too flexible. This issue has been addressed in two ways, by28
manually generating tissue specific models (Gille et al., 2010; Quek et al., 2014) or by creating algorithms29
for automatic reconstructions (Becker and Palsson, 2008; Zur et al., 2010; Jerby et al., 2010; Agren et al.,30
2012; Wang et al., 2012; Vlassis et al., 2014; Yizhak et al., 2014; Robaina Estévez and Nikoloski, 2015).31
Ryu et al. (2015) and Robaina Estévez and Nikoloski (2014) recently reviewed this field and give a good32
overview of the available reconstructions and point to many algorithms used in this context. While Ryu et al.33
(2015) are more concerned with the the state of the reconstructions, Robaina Estévez and Nikoloski (2014)34
focused on the applicability and properties of the available algorithms. With that many methods available,35
the method selection is difficult, and it is an enormous effort to try and distinguish which network, of a set36
of generated networks is best. Quality assessment is therefore essential but the methods used to evaluate the37
currently available algorithms are very diverse and it is difficult to compare them with each other. There are38
several approaches for validation which can essentially be split into two different categories: Consistency39
testing and Comparison based testing. The first is concerned with robustness against noise, e.g. missing40
data, and whether distinct sets of input data yield distinct models. The second commonly aims at validating41
the resulting model against other models or against additional data. Comparison tends to be the more42
common approach so far, while consistency is often ignored. This leads to the problem that algorithms are43
often prone to be over-specific to the comparison dataset (e.g. parameters like expression thresholds or44
weights working well for only one specific tissue). While comparison methods validate the reconstructed45
model, they are however not validating the consistency. Thus, it is possible that small differences in the46
input dataset can lead to vastly different networks, or even very diverse datasets yield the same models.47
The latter is particularly true if e.g. a biomass function is set as objective function, since it will lead to the48
inclusion of a multitude of reactions, which might not be necessary if a specific tissue is supplied with49
some metabolites by other tissues. To investigate the quality of automatically reconstructed networks it is50
therefore necessary to rigorously test them. In the following paragraphs, we describe multiple methods that51
were used in the past. Table 1 also gives an overview of these approaches, and details which concept was52
used for validation of which algorithm.53

1.1 Methods for testing algorithmic consistency54

The idea of consistency testing covers two major aspects: Robustness of the method and its capacity to55
distinguish slightly different contexts.56

If feasible, random cross validation of the resulting models for a given set of input data can help to57
determine the robustness of the method with respect to noisy data (Vlassis et al., 2014). Left-out cross-58
validation allows identifying the reactions that if left-out from the input set would nevertheless be included59
(or excluded for inactive reactions) in the output model as their inclusion is supported by other reactions of60
the input set (Pacheco et al., 2015). The robustness of algorithms against noise can also be assessed by61
adding noise to the expression data i.e. by using a weighted combination of real and random data (Machado62
and Herrgård, 2014). The main issue using random and left-out cross validation with most of the current63
algorithms is that running times of several hours makes decent cross-validation with hundreds of test and64
validation sets infeasible. While small cross validation runs (e.g. when multiple sources of input data are65
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available and only some sets are considered (Jerby et al., 2010)) can give an indication of robustness, they66
cannot replace random sampling runs, which reflect noisy data much better.67

To test the diversity of generated networks, many algorithms are employed to generate multiple networks68
and those networks are then investigated for dissimilarity (Becker and Palsson, 2008; Wang et al., 2012;69
Uhlén et al., 2015; Agren et al., 2014; Pacheco et al., 2015). If networks of similar cell types group together70
in a clustering and networks of divergent cell types are further apart, this indicates that the method does71
indeed generate specific networks. While it is desirable to obtain distinct networks for distinct tissues, the72
optimal method should not be too sensitive to small changes in the input data. Otherwise the resulting73
networks are prone to overfitting to the provided input data.74

1.2 Methods for comparison based testing75

Comparison based testing is commonly employed to show the advantages of the presented algorithm76
compared over previous algorithms or to show the quality of the reconstructed network based on additional,77
formerly unknown, data. While the former has been employed for the validation of some algorithms (Wang78
et al., 2012; Vlassis et al., 2014; Robaina Estévez and Nikoloski, 2015), and becomes more important with79
an increasing number of available methods, it has also recently been used to compare multiple methods80
systematically (Machado and Herrgård, 2014; Robaina Estévez and Nikoloski, 2014). In the review by81
Machado and Herrgård (2014) 8 different methodologies (including GIMME (Becker and Palsson, 2008),82
iMAT (Zur et al., 2010) and a Method by Lee et al. (2012)) where tested on an independent dataset.83
However, their focus was on comparing the quality of flux value predictions, i.e. flux bounds specific to84
a condition in Escherichia coli and yeast, and not the reconstruction of tissue specific networks, i.e. the85
extraction of an active sub-network.86

1.2.1 Comparison against manually curated networks87

Comparison to a manually curated tissue was employed by Agren et al. (2012) for the INIT algorithm,88
when they compared their automatically generated liver reconstruction to HepatoNet. However, they89
were restricted to a comparison on the gene level, since the source network used by INIT was the90
HMR database (Mardinoglu et al., 2013), while HepatoNet used its own identifiers. As they mention the91
difference between the reconstructed and manually curated models was partially due to absence of genes92
from HMR that were present in HepatoNet. Simultaneously, it is likely that the curators of HepatoNet93
lacked information on some of the genes present in HMR. Thus to validate a methodology it is necessary94
for both the “reference” network and the source network to be compatible.95

1.2.2 Comparison against additional datasets and databases96

Similarly, many methods compare the resulting reconstructions to additional databases that contain tissue97
localisation data (like BRENDA (Schomburg et al., 2013), HPA (Uhlén et al., 2015) or the Gene Expression98
Omnibus (Barrett et al., 2013)), which was performed for multiple reconstruction methods (Shlomi et al.,99
2008; Wang et al., 2012; Robaina Estévez and Nikoloski, 2015). The common approach is to check for100
matches of either genes or proteins that the algorithm assigned to the tissue. This validation (and the101
results) are however highly dependent on whether the reconstruction method aims at creating a consistent102
network, or whether it allows inconsistent reactions to be part of the reconstruction. The latter will very103
likely increase the amount of correctly assigned genes, as enzymatic activities that cannot carry flux in104
the source reconstruction, would otherwise be excluded. In addition, when extracting reactions from a105
source network, the associated gene-protein reaction relations are commonly not altered. Thus genes,106
which are inactive in a specific tissue show up as assigned to the tissue. Removing them however, could107
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potentially be problematic if the tissue does express the removed gene under a specific condition. In this108
instance the tissue reconstruction would no longer contain information about this fact, and would indicate109
wrong potentials of the tissue. Another method that could be used as an assessment for predictive quality110
of an algorithm was performed by Folger et al. (2011) and subsequently by Pacheco et al. (2015). They111
used gene silencing data from an shRNA screen and compared it with gene essentiality predictions from112
a flux balance analysis (FBA) analysis screen. The cancer network generated in this work showed an113
enrichment of essential genes in the genes indicated in the shRNA screen. In Pacheco et al. (2015), the114
list of essential genes predicted by FASTCORMICS was further compared to essential genes predicted115
by PRIME, MBA, mCADRE and GIMME. Likewise bibliographic approaches have been employed to116
determine the agreement of reactions belonging to a certain subsystem in the reconstructed network and117
those subsystems being mentioned in connection with the reconstructed tissue in the literature (Shlomi118
et al., 2008).119

To assess the predictive capability of the Model Building Algorithm (MBA) Jerby et al. (2010) used120
flux data from a study performed in primary rat hepatocytes and compared the ability of the source121
reconstruction and the generated reconstruction to predict internal fluxes given the exchange fluxes (and122
vice versa). This allowed them to assess whether the tissue specific network was indeed performing better123
in estimating the internal fluxes than the generic reconstruction (in this instance Recon1). They could124
show that indeed the tissue specific network had a better capability to capture the actual fluxes than the125
generic reconstruction. This concept was also used by Machado and Herrgård (2014) in their assessment126
of multiple methods for network contextualisation. However, while contextualisation commonly aims at127
altering flux bounds, which leads to a good comparability of flux measurements with predictions, tissue128
specific reconstruction is aiming at determining the network available in a given tissue. This means that129
bounds from the underlying source reconstruction are used and these are often unsuitable for the tissue130
of interest. But as shown by Jerby et al. (2010), even the pure network structure alteration can already131
improve the agreement between network fluxes and measured data, at least on a qualitative level.132

A method developed by Shlomi et al. (2009) to compare the resulting network for the effects of inborn133
errors of metabolism (IEM) is also often used in model quality assessment. The concept is, briefly, to134
analyse flux ranges of the exchange reactions of the created network and compare them with clinical135
indications of increased or decreased metabolite levels. This concept has also been used for assessment of136
Recon2 (Thiele et al., 2013) who investigated a diverse set of IEMs and could show their effect even on the137
level of a generic reconstruction. Similarly, the authors of PRIME (Yizhak et al., 2014) used experimentally138
measured uptake and excretion rates and compared them to the secretion rates determined by the models139
their algorithm generated. While the former approach is commonly used to provide a qualitative assessment140
of increase or decrease in production potential, the latter results in a quantitative comparison. However, it141
requires the availability of uptake and secretion rates, which are commonly only available for cell lines and142
could be largely different in real tissues.143

Another common approach to investigate the quality of reconstructions is the comparison with lists of144
metabolic functions. This approach is both used to validate automated reconstructions (Jerby et al., 2010;145
Wang et al., 2012) as well as manual reconstructions (Gille et al., 2010). The aim is to establish whether the146
reconstruction supports the current knowledge of the target tissue (e.g. a liver reconstruction should support147
the conversion of ammonia to urea), and to show that there are no structural issues in the reconstructed148
network (e.g. free regeneration of ATP or reductants).149
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1.3 A benchmark for testing tissue specific reconstruction algorithms150

In this paper we present a potential benchmark that is using several of the mentioned methodologies to151
assess the consistency and quality of reconstructed networks and tested it with several of the available152
algorithms.153

There are however multiple obstacles, when defining a benchmark for contextualisation algorithms. There154
is no such thing as a “perfect” measurement, which will always leave us with noisy data to incorporate.155
Furthermore, we do not yet have a contextualised model that perfectly reflects a given context which could156
be used as a target model. In addition, the global reconstructions are not yet complete, and will likely never157
be and finally, there is a wide variety of data that can be used to contextualise models. Thus, to define a158
benchmark we will address these questions by generating networks which we define as reference networks159
for out testing.160

The actual benchmark is preceded by a characterization of the algorithms, in which the similarity level of161
the context-specific reconstructions obtained with real and artificial input data is assessed. In the latter test,162
artificial models of different sizes were built and 50%, 60%, 70%, 80% and 90% of the reactions of these163
networks were used as input for the tested algorithms. The capacity of the algorithm to distinguish between164
different models was compared for the different percentages of input data.165

In the actual benchmark, the confidence level of the reactions included in the context-specific166
reconstructions using real data was assessed by matching z-scores obtained by the Barcode (McCall167
et al., 2011) method that basically indicate the difference in intensity between the measured intensity and168
the intensity distribution observed in an unexpressed state and through a comparison against the confidence169
score at the proteomic level of the Human Protein Atlas (Uhlén et al., 2015). In a second comparison,170
artificial models were built and 50%, 60%, 70%, 80% and 90% of the reactions of these networks were171
used as input for the tested algorithms and the output models were then compared to the complete input172
model. The context-specific networks obtained with the real data were also tested for the functionalities173
established by (Gille et al., 2010).174

2 MATERIAL & METHODS

2.1 Models used for Benchmarking175

There are currently two competing global reconstructions for humans available: Recon2 (Thiele et al.,176
2013) and HMR2 (Mardinoglu et al., 2013). To be able to test multiple validation techniques, we needed177
to select one of those reconstructions as the source network used by the tested algorithms. We decided178
to employ Recon2, as we used functionalities originating from HepatoNet (Gille et al., 2010), a model179
based on Recon1 (Duarte et al., 2007) and largely incorporated into Recon2. However we still had to180
modify Recon2 to allow the algorithms to fully reconstruct HepatoNet (the procedure can be found in181
Supplementary File 1). HepatoNet was also adapted to match reactions and metabolites with Recon2. This182
modified Recon2 was used as source model for all runs.183

In addition to HepatoNet as a comparison model for real data, we constructed ten artificial sub-networks184
from Recon2. Those networks were generated to be approximately equally spaced in a range between 1000185
and 3500 reactions. They were generated by randomly removing up to 4500 reactions from our Recon2186
version and determining the consistent part of the remaining model. The first model within ±50 reactions187
of equally spaced points in the interval [1000..3500] was selected as representative for this point. The188
models and model sizes can be found Supplementary File 5.189
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2.2 Characterization of the algorithms190

There are many algorithms available for tissue-specific metabolic network reconstructions (see Table 2).191
In this section we will detail the algorithms used in our study and give reasons, why others were excluded.192

In order to test the algorithms with real data, liver models were built by the tested algorithms using as193
input 22 arrays from different datasets downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (Edgar194
et al., 2002) database (Supplementary File 2). The same data was also used for the cross-validation assays.195

2.2.1 GIMME (Becker and Palsson, 2008) and iMAT (Zur et al., 2010)196

For the benchmarking of the GIMME (Becker and Palsson, 2008) and the iMAT (Zur et al., 2010)197
algorithms, the implementation provided by the COBRA toolbox (Schellenberger et al., 2011) was used198
with an expression threshold corresponding to the 75th percentile. The proceedExp option was set to 1 as199
the data was preprocessed. For GIMME, the biomass objective coefficient was set to 10−4.200

2.2.2 INIT (Agren et al., 2012)201

In the original paper, INIT (Agren et al., 2012) assigns weights to the genes associated to the input model202
that were computed by dividing the gene expression in the tissue of interest by the average expression203
across all tissues. As for the first experiment, only liver arrays were available, z-scores obtained by the204
Barcode (Zilliox and Irizarry, 2007; McCall et al., 2011) discretization method, were used as weights (see205
below).206

2.2.3 RegrEx (Robaina Estévez and Nikoloski, 2015)207

The RegrEx implementation in the supplementary files of (Robaina Estévez and Nikoloski, 2015) was208
used. This algorithm has previously only been used with RNA-seq data and therefore no established209
discretization method exist for microarray data. In order to allow a comparison with the others methods, the210
intensity values after frma normalization and the standard variation were directly mapped to the reactions211
of the model using the Gene-Protein-Reaction rules (GPR). For reactions that are not associated to any212
gene, the expression and the standard deviation were set to 0 and 1000 respectively.213

2.2.4 Akesson (Åkesson et al., 2004)214

For this algorithm, the data was normalized with the frma normalization method and then discretized215
with Barcode. Genes with z-scores below 0 in 90% of the arrays, were considered inactive and the bounds216
of the associated reactions, taking into account the Gene-Protein-Reaction rules (GPR), were set to 0.217
FASTCC (Vlassis et al., 2014) was then run to remove reactions that are unable to carry a flux.218

2.2.5 FASTCORE z-score219

For FASTCORE z-score, the expression data was normalized with frma method and discretized using220
Barcode. Barcode uses previous knowledge on the intensity distribution across thousands of arrays to221
calculate for each probe set of the analysed array the number of standard deviations to the median of the222
intensity distribution for the same probe set in an unexpressed state. Genes with a z-score above 5 in 90%223
of arrays are considered as expressed and mapped to the reactions according to the Gene-Protein-Reaction224
rules (GPR) to obtain a core set that is fed into FASTCORE (Vlassis et al., 2014).225

2.2.6 FASTCORMICS (Pacheco et al., 2015)226

The expression values were first normalized with frma, converted into z-scores using Barcode (McCall227
et al., 2011) and further discretized using an expression threshold of 5 z-scores and an unexpression228
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threshold of 0 z-score. Genes with 90% of the arrays above the expression threshold are assigned a score of229
1 while those below the unexpression threshold are assigned a score of -1. All other genes are associated230
with a discretization score of 0. These scores are then mapped onto the model using the Gene-Protein-231
Reactions rules to obtain lists of core and unexpressed reactions. Unexpressed reactions are excluded from232
the model.233

The FASTCORMICS workflow allows the inclusion of a medium composition, which was not used in the234
tests, as the aim was to provide the same information to all algorithms. A modified version of FASTCORE235
is then run that maximizes the inclusion of core reactions while penalizing the entry of non core reactions.236
Note that transporter reactions are excluded from the core set but are not penalized.237

2.2.7 Context-specific reconstruction algorithm that were not tested238

PRIME and tINIT were not included in the tests as they require, in addition to expression data, growth239
rates for PRIME and information on tissue functionalities for tINIT. Determination of growth rates in240
multicellular organisms is restricted to cell lines or cancerous cells, as most other cell types are finally241
differentiated and therefore no longer divide. Since growth rates are an essential part of PRIME it was242
excluded from the tests. While functionalities are available for some metabolically very active tissues (like243
kidney and liver), they are often not available for others. Since we wanted to test a wide range of potential244
tissues, we decided not to employ functionalities in our input set. Therefore tINIT would be reduced to245
INIT as the remaining functionality is the same. Since we wanted to focus on gene expression data, which246
is currently the most readily available type of data, we did not add metabolomic information into our247
screens. GIM3E would need this type of information and was therefore not tested. Finally, MBA, Lee248
and mCADRE took more than 5 days for a single run on 2 cores of our cluster and where therefore not249
included.250

2.2.8 Similarity of the context-specific models and algorithm-related bias251

The similarity level between the context-specific models built by the tested algorithms was assessed by252
computing the Jaccard index between each pair of models. The matrix containing the Jaccard indices was253
then clustered using Euclidian distance. Further, for each context-specific model, the number of reactions254
found by only 1, 2 up to all of the methods was computed and represented as a stacked boxplot. The255
coloured areas represent the different models built by the tested algorithms and for each bin the coloured256
area is proportional to the number of shared reactions.257

2.2.9 Sensitivity and Robustness testing using artifical data258

While there are methods that take continuous expression measurements into account (Colijn et al., 2009;259
Lee et al., 2012) (and reviewed in (Machado and Herrgård, 2014)), other methods require the user to define260
sets of reactions that are present (FASTCORE, MBA) or perform some form of discretization to determine261
the presence or absence of a gene or a reaction (Akesson, GIMME, iMAT, FASTCORMICS). The latter262
types of methods, using some form of presence/absence calls can be more rigorously tested for robustness,263
as a target model can be used to provide the present and absent genes/reactions.264

We also tested these algorithms using the artificially created networks. The test was performed as follows:265
The potential available information was defined as the sets of reactions present in each submodel and absent266
from each submodel. Based on this data different percentages of input information (50%, 60%, 70%, 80%,267
90%) were provided to the algorithms. The same random samples were provided to the tested algorithms to268
allow a further comparison between the algorithms (generating a total of 5000 models for each algorithm).269
To be able to use reaction data, we modified the implementation of the GIMME algorithm to allow the270
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direct provision of the ExpressedRxns and UnExpressedRxns fields. The model similarities were assessed271
by calculating the Jaccard index between each pair of models generated for input sets from different target272
models. In addition, the internal distances of all models generated for one target model were calculated (a273
total of 50000 comparisons per algorithm). Furthermore, the corresponding models for each algorithm and274
each tested input percentage were compared, to obtain the inter-algorithm distance.275

2.2.10 Robustness testing using real data276

For the cross-validation, 20% of the reactions were removed from the core set and transferred to the277
validation set. The number of these reactions that were included in the output model was determined and278
a hypergeometic test was computed. The process was repeated 100 times randomizing at each iteration279
the core set to form different validation sets. For algorithms that take continuous data as input, the cross-280
validation assay was adapted as follows: 20% of the gene-associated reactions were removed from the input281
set by setting the expression to 0 and the standard deviation to 1000 for RegrEX and the rxnsScores to 0282
for INIT. But only reactions considered to be expressed with a high confidence level formed the validation283
set i.e. for INIT only reaction with z-scores above 5 and with expression value above 10 for RegrEX. For284
Akesson the validation set was composed of inactive reactions. The results for Akesson have to be taken285
with care as the validation set is only composed of 4 reactions. This is due to Barcode only indicating very286
few genes as absent, which led to only about 40 reactions being removed from Recon2.287

2.3 Benchmarking with real data288

2.3.1 Confidence level of the reactions289

The z-scores computed by Barcode translate the number of standard deviations to the intensity distribution290
of the same genes in an unexpressed state. The z-scores of the genes were mapped to the reactions of291
Recon2 (Thiele et al., 2013), HepatoNet (Gille et al., 2010) and to the context-specific models built by the292
different workflows using the Gene Protein Rules (GPR). In the same way, the confidence levels assigned293
by the Human Protein Atlas (HPA) to the proteins of the database were mapped to the reactions of the294
different context-specific models.295

2.3.2 Comparison between different tissue models296

The aptitude of the algorithm to capture metabolic variations among tissues was tested using the GSE2361297
dataset (Ge et al., 2005) downloaded from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) that contains 36 types of298
normal human tissues. 21 of the 36 tissues matched tissues in the Human Protein Atlas. The confidence299
levels of the proteins in the different tissues were first matched to the modified version of Recon2 to300
determine if proteins with high and medium confidence level are ubiquitously expressed or expressed in a301
more tissue specific manner. Then the confidence levels were matched to the corresponding context-specific302
models to verify if the variation observed among the tissue context-specific models matched the one303
observed in the Human Protein Database.304

To further access the quality of the reconstructed models, the fraction of reactions of the Recon2 pathways305
that are active in the output models were computed. The obtained matrix was then clustered in function of306
the Euclidean distance (see Supplementary Figure 6.)307

2.4 Benchmarking with artificial data308

The runs using artificial data, performed for sensitivity and robustness analysis, were also used to provide309
an additional benchmarking measurement for the algorithms. Sensitivity and specificity and false discovery310
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rate were calculated by comparison of the reconstructed networks with the respective target network. The311
artificial nature of these networks allowed us a complete knowledge of the actual target thus making these312
calculations possible.313

2.5 Network functionality testing314

Function testing is commonly achieved, by defining a set of metabolites that are available and can be315
excreted and requiring other metabolites to be produced/consumed or a reaction to be able to carry flux.316
The input and output can either be cast into a linear problem by adding importers and exporters or by317
relaxing the steady state requirement for the imported and exported metabolites. Gille et al. (2010) used318
the latter definition and we adapted this approach using the following modification of the standard FBA319
approach:320

min
∑

v+i + v−i

s.t bl ≤ S′ ∗ v′ ≤ bu

0 ≤ v+i ≤ ubi ∀i ∈ internal reactions

0 ≤ v−i ≤ −lbi ∀i ∈ internal reactions

v+i − v−i = 0 ∀i ∈ exchange reactions

with S′ = [S,−S]and v′ =

[
v+

v−

]

bl,i =


−10000 ∀i ∈ imported metabolites(−/ =)

−1 ∀i ∈ produced objectives(+)

1 ∀i ∈ consumed objectives(−)
0 else

321

and bu,i =


10000 ∀i ∈ exported metabolites(+/ =)

−1 ∀i ∈ produced objectives(+)

1 ∀i ∈ consumed objectives(−)
0 else

The test is considered to be successful if there is a non zero value for all evaluators when calculating322
S′ · v′.323

2.6 Computational resources324

Except for RegrEx, all runs using the liver data were performed on two cores of a 2.26Ghz Xeon L5640325
processor on the HPC system of the University of Luxembourg (Varrette et al., 2014) to achieve comparable326
running times. Tissue comparison runs and artificial simulation runs were performed on the same cluster327
but not limited to specific node types.328
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3 RESULTS

3.1 Characterization of the algorithms329

3.1.1 Similarity of the context-specific models and algorithm-related bias330

The aim of this characterization step is to categorize the algorithms based on the similarity of their output331
models in order to gain insight into algorithm-related bias, requirements of the algorithms i.e. thresholds332
and more importantly when to use which algorithms. In an ideal case, one would expect that when fed with333
the same input data, the different algorithms would produce similar networks. But when comparing the334
context-specific liver models generated with the different algorithms and HepatoNet, only 530 reactions335
were found in all networks and 77 reactions of our version of Recon2 were inactive in all context-specific336
models and HepatoNet. The 530 reactions were found among 54 different subsystems, including reactions337
belonging to pathways expected in all tissues like i.e. the Krebs cycle, glycolysis/gluconeogenesis, but338
also pathways that were described to take place mainly in the liver, like i.e. bile acid synthesis (Wang et al.339
(2012); Rosenthal and Glew (2009)) or some reactions of the vitamin B6 pathway (pyridoxamine kinase,340
pyridoxamine 5’-phosphate oxidase and pyridoxamine 5’-phosphate oxidase) (Merrill Jr et al. (1984)).341
This huge variability is due to workflow-related bias and to different strategies and aims of the algorithms.342
FASTCORE (Vlassis et al., 2014), expects as input a set of reactions with a high confidence level which343
are assumed to be active in the context of interest and therefore all core reactions are included in the output344
model (Table 3). In contrast, FASTCORMICS (Pacheco et al., 2015) only includes a core reaction if it345
does not require the activation of reactions with low z-scores. The main objective of GIMME (Becker346
and Palsson, 2008) is to build a model by maximizing a biological function. The input expression data347
is used to identify, which reactions are not required for the objective and can function therefore be348
removed from the model due to low expression values (Table 3). iMAT (Zur et al., 2010), Lee et al. (2012)349
and RegrEx (Robaina Estévez and Nikoloski, 2015) maximize the consistency between the flux and the350
expression discarding reactions that have high expression values if necessary, which might be problematic351
if reactions have to be included in the model like i.e. the biomass function. INIT (Agren et al., 2012)352
uses weighted activity indicators as objective, with those having stronger evidence being weighted higher.353
Whereas the Akesson’s (Åkesson et al., 2004) algorithm aims to eliminate non expressed reactions.354

The models, when clustered in function of the Jaccard Similarity Index (Figure 1), form 2 branches355
and an outlier: HepatoNet. The first cluster is composed of algorithms that take as input continuous data356
and attempt to maximize the consistency between the data and the Akesson algorithm that eliminates357
inactive reactions. The second cluster is composed of algorithms that discretize the data in expressed358
and non-expressed genes. Among this cluster, a second subdivision is observed between the algorithms359
that used z-score converted data (i.e. FASTCORE z-score and FASTCORMICS) and the ones that use360
normalized data without further transformation.361

Overall the highest similarity level are found between FASTCORE z-score and FASTCORMICS with a362
score of 85% of similarity followed by iMAT and GIMME with 77% of similarity. The lowest similarity363
level is found between FASTCORMICS and HepatoNet with only 26% of overlap. The largest overlap364
between HepatoNet and context-specific reconstructions is found for INIT with 43% of similarity. Note365
that the INIT model although having as input Barcode discretized data does not cluster with FASTCORE366
z-score or with the FASTCORMICS models but with RegrEx, suggesting that the choice to consider367
continuous data rather than defined core set has a larger impact on the output models.368
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As the algorithms were fed with the same input data, reactions that are predicted by one or only few369
algorithms are more likely to be algorithm-related bias (Figure 2). The Akesson model that contains 98.56%370
of the input model includes the largest number of reactions (201) that are absent in the others models.371

The reactions included in the FASTCORE, FASTCORMICS, iMAT and GIMME models are for 97%,372
98%, 96% respectively 89% supported by at least 3 other algorithms and display a similar profile shifted373
to the right. HepatoNet, INIT and the Akesson’s model share 92%, 83% respectively 91% with 3 other374
algorithms and have different profiles from the algorithms of the first group composed of algorithm that375
include a discretization step.376

In summary, discretization-based algorithms show the highest similarity level and therefore the lowest377
number of reactions due to potential algorithm-related bias.378

3.1.2 Sensitivity and Robustness testing using artifical data379

Since we noticed that there are two sets of algorithms among the discretizing algorithms, we decided to380
further test their properties with artificial networks by comparing resulting models from multiple runs for381
different models and levels of completeness of input data.382

Figure 3 provides the average similarities for all models reconstructed for each target model at different383
available information percentages. (A full set of mean similarities for each percentage and each artificial384
model along with the data for the plots is provided in Supplementary File 1). Each square represents the385
mean Jaccard index of the all combinations of networks generated for different input networks (e.g. (1,2) is386
the average similarity of all networks generated for models 1 to all networks generated for model 2). The387
diagonal represents the internal similarity of all networks generated for one model. When 90% of the data388
is available, all the algorithms are able to distinguish variation between the different models. But with a less389
complete data set, inclusive algorithms lose in specificity and therefore also progressively lose the capacity390
to distinguish between different models. Further with 30% and 50% reactions missing, it would be expected391
that the algorithms get less robust, but Akesson and GIMME only show a modest decrease of robustness392
(as shown in the diagonal). A similar behaviour for the GIMME algorithm was also described by Machado393
and Herrgård (2014) in a experiment where noise was progressively added to the input data to finally obtain394
a random input dataset. GIMME showed the same average error in prediction for the random and original395
data (Machado and Herrgård, 2014), suggesting that due to the optimization of the biomass function, the396
expression data has a reduced impact on the model building. Comparing the models resulting from runs397
with different completeness of input data illustrates that the methods tend to converge on more complete398
data sets, with the Akesson approach and GIMME being more inclusive and the FASTCORE family being399
more exclusive (see Figure 4). While initially, with incomplete data, the methods are distinguishable by the400
networks generated, this difference becomes smaller with additional knowledge.401

3.1.3 Robustness testing using real data402

In order to further evaluate the confidence level of the reactions included in the different context-specific403
models a 5 fold cross-validation was performed. The experiment was repeated 100 times with a different404
validation set. GIMME, iMAT, and FASTCORMICS show the highest robustness, followed by FASTCORE405
and FASTCORE z-score (See Table 4). Algorithms that maximize the consistency between the data and the406
flux, e.g. INIT and RegrEx, are less robust with insignificant p-value. For Akesson no hyper-geometric test407
was performed as the validation set was too small to obtain a reliable p-value. Note that for context-specific408
reconstruction algorithms a trade-off has to be found between robustness and the capacity to capture409
differences between similar contexts. For this reason, a too high robustness might not be desirable as410
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it would imply that the algorithm might lose in resolution power, i.e. the ability to distinguish between411
different sets of input data. Therefore it is also advisable to not test for robustness without testing the412
resolution power.413

3.2 Benchmarking with real data414

3.2.1 Confidence level of the reactions included in the different models415

As shown by the previous similarity test, there are several alternative approaches to build context-specific416
models. To assess the confidence level of a reconstruction, one can quantify the confidence level of the417
reactions included by each algorithm. Context-specific algorithms assume that the higher the reactions418
associated expression levels, the more likely the reactions to be active. Following this logic, context-specific419
reconstructions should be enriched for higher expression levels. As the background level is non negligible420
and highly dependent on the probes, we corrected for probe effect using the Barcode method. The z-scores421
computed by Barcode translate the number of standard deviations to the intensity distribution of the same422
genes in an unexpressed state. The z-scores of the genes mapped to the reactions of Recon2 (Thiele423
et al., 2013), HepatoNet (Gille et al., 2010) and to the context-specific models built by the different424
algorithms show that the distribution of the z-scores are for most models shifted, as expected, toward425
higher z-scores values with a significant p-value for all context-specific models except RegrEX (Robaina426
Estévez and Nikoloski, 2015). Algorithms that use a discretization method show a larger shift to the427
right than algorithms that maximize the consistency between the flux and the data. Within this group428
the FASTCORMICS (Pacheco et al., 2015) shows the most significant shift towards the highest z-score429
values followed by FASTCORE z-score, GIMME (Becker and Palsson, 2008) and iMAT (Zur et al., 2010).430
(Figure 5 and Table 5). Surprisingly, the consistent version of HepatoNet (Gille et al., 2010) is associated431
to slightly higher z-scores than Recon2 (Thiele et al., 2013) but significantly lower than most discretization432
based automated context-specific reconstructions.433

434

Further, unlike their competitors, all the discretization-based context-specific reconstructions show an435
enrichment of genes with a high and medium confidence scores to be expressed at the protein level (Uhlén436
et al., 2015). A stronger enrichment is observed for FASTCORE z-score and FASTCORMICS with 46%437
and 50% of the gene associated reactions having a high or medium confidence level Table 6, respectively.438
GIMME and iMAT include 28% and 30% reaction with high or medium confidence levels, respectively.439
Again surprisingly, HepatoNet does not show an enrichment for high and medium confidence levels.440

In summary, dicretization-based algorithms include reactions with a higher confidence level at the441
transcriptomic and proteomic level than their competitors.442

3.2.2 Comparison between different tissue models443

The aim of a context-specific algorithm, as indicated by the name, is to build models that capture the444
metabolism of a cell for a given context and therefore these algorithms have to be able to capture variations445
in the metabolism of different tissues. To pass the following test, context-specific algorithms not only have446
to be sensitive (or to have a high resolution power) in order capture metabolic difference between tissues,447
but the reconstructions for different tissues have to be enriched for high or medium confidence levels448
based on HPA. The last criteria allows to identify algorithms that build different models based on noise or449
algorithm-related bias. In order to assess the variation among tissues in HPA, the genes with high, medium450
and low confidence levels for 48 different tissues were mapped to the input model Recon2, showing that451
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very few reactions have a high or medium confidence level in all tissues. In summary, most reactions with452
high and medium confidence scores have a more tissue-specific expression (Figure 6).453

A similar experiment was performed with context-specific reconstructions built by the tested algorithms,454
in which the number of algorithms that shared a reactions was assessed (see Figure 7). For RegrEX, INIT455
and Akesson models, the majority of reactions are found in all tissues. For GIMME, most reactions are456
either tissue-specific or present in all the tissues. In contrast, the models built by the members of the457
FASTCORE family show a distribution similar to the that obtained in Figure 6 for HPA. For iMAT only 8458
models could obtained as the computational demands for the reconstructions of the others tissues surpasses459
the number of core available and the maximal running of 5 days. When looking at the confidence levels460
associated with the 21 different tissue-specific models, FASTCORE z-score and FASTCORMICS show in461
20 out 21 the highest percentage of reaction with a high or medium confidence level (see Figure 8). The size462
of the different tissue metabolic models built by the tested algorithm can be found in the Supplementary463
File 6).464

The quality of the tissue-specific models built by the different algorithm were accessed by focusing on465
selected pathways known to have a more tissue-specific expression, namely bile acid synthesis and heme466
synthesis. The bile acid synthesis occurs in liver, although one or the other enzyme of the pathways might467
occasionally be expressed by other tissues (Wang et al. (2012); Rosenthal and Glew (2009)). As expected468
the FASTCORE family, GIMME and iMAT predicted that the highest fraction of active reactions are found469
in the liver followed by the foetal liver for the FASTCORE family members and iMAT and by placenta and470
foetal liver for GIMME. Whereas, the INIT models of skin, bone marrow, corpus, thalamus, pituitary gland471
and foetal liver had a higher fraction of active reactions than the liver model. 13 out of 36 of the tested472
Akesson models predicted 90% and more reactions of the bile acid pathway as active. RegrEX predicted a473
slightly higher fraction in the thalamus than in the liver and a comparable fraction in the ovary, the foetal474
brain and the corpus (Supplementary File 6, Supplementary File 1).475

The heme synthesis that occurs mainly in the developing erythrocytes and in the liver (Ajioka et al.476
(2006)), was given as 100% active by the FASTCORE family and completely inactive by GIMME and477
iMAT in the liver. But these two algorithms predicted the pathway to be active in other tissues. As a matter478
fact, all the algorithms predicted the pathway to be active in others tissues than the liver. INIT, RegrEX479
and Akesson included this pathway in 20, 22 and all tested 36 tissues, respectively. Fewer models of the480
FASTCORE family contained reactions of this pathway: uterus and tyroid for FASTCORMICS and spleen,481
placenta, uterus, thyroid, skin, bone marrow, amygdala, lung and foetal liver for FASTCORE.482

3.3 Benchmarking with artificial data483

To further evaluate the quality of the algorithms, we also used the artificial data (see Section 3.1.2) to484
benchmark the algorithms. Comparing the resulting models with the target models, we again see that for485
more complete input sets, the model quality tends to become more similar (see Figure 9). It is interesting486
to note that the false discovery rate (FDR) of FASTCORE for higher percentages is similar to those of487
the inclusive models, while FASTCORMICS achieves a better FDR. This indicates alternative routes488
to activate reactions. In general, there is again the tradeoff between adding too much or too little. It is489
however interesting that the exclusive algorithms tend to miss targets and their sensitivity is independent490
on the size of the target model while this is different on inclusive algorithms. Exclusive algorithms show a491
better FDR than inclusive algorithms. Further, for smaller target models, the loss in precision of inclusive492
algorithms (1-FDR) is more pronounced for 50% and 70% of the input data, as the inclusive algorithms493
tend to overestimate the actual model. Similar to the previous experiment, it would be expected that the494
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sensitivity (robustness) would decrease with an increased percentage of missing data. But the inclusive495
algorithms show an invariant sensitivity in function of the available data suggesting that the expression data496
has reduced impact on the model building. The specificity for the exclusive algorithms is independent of497
the target model size and are less affected by the increased missing data than the inclusive algorithms. The498
sizes of the different reconstructed models also indicates the trend for convergence, and a figure showing499
the converging sizes is provided in Supplementary File 1.500

3.4 Functionality testing501

Functional testing allows us to assess which known functions of a specific tissue are captured by a502
reconstruction. We used the set of functions defined in HepatoNet and formalized in Section 2.5 for the503
liver and tested them on all reconstructed networks. We noticed that the success rate of HepatoNet and504
the generic reconstruction Recon2 are comparable with 244 vs 247 of 310 network tasks and 109 vs 98505
of 123 physiological tasks for Recon2 and HepatoNet, respectively. The discrepancy with the original506
publication is likely due to alternative solutions and we noticed that HepatoNet allows free production of507
NADH and thereby ATP (see Table 2 in Supplementary File 1). The discrepancy between the consistent508
and inconsistent HepatoNet is due to the formulation of the functionalities, which do not require exchange509
reactions but modify the b vector, thus generating implicit importers and exporters and allowing inconsistent510
parts of the network to carry flux. We also noticed an important issue with functional testing: For random511
models, the larger the models, the higher the functionality score (with R2 = 0.869 and 0.915 for network512
and physiological functions, respectively). To illustrate this issue, we generated 400 random networks by513
removing a random number of up to 2000 reactions from the consistent part of Recon2 and subsequently514
removing all reactions which could no longer carry any flux. We then tested all network and physiological515
functions on these networks. The results can be seen in Figure 10, for both the network and physiological516
tests.517

Blue circles represent the random networks; the consistent HepatoNet and the original HepatoNet are518
displayed in orange, and show a strong enrichment in functionalities. The higher number of functionalities519
covered in HepatoNet stems from several reactions which are inconsistent, but can be used in a functional520
testing as described above. We also marked the models generated using the GEO dataset for liver, which521
score similar to equally sized random models. One of the main reasons for the strong correlation between522
model size and successful tests is the amount of “positive” testing. Many tests are concerned with some523
type of biosynthesis or degradation and a larger model is more likely to be able to fulfil these requirements524
than a smaller model. But even using e.g. the biomass function (like GIMME) as part of the input, the525
models do not get significantly better than a random model on expression data for liver. None of the526
algorithms tested achieves high scores in the functionality test and several algorithms are on the lower end527
of the random network reference. A plot showing the tests passed by the different algorithms is supplied in528
Supplementary File 7. tINIT could potentially surpass most other algorithms on this test, as it includes529
functionality information in its reconstruction routine. However, the formulation of tINIT functions is again530
slightly different from the formulation in HepatoNet and thus not directly compatible.531

4 DISCUSSION

The primary aim of this work was to review and discuss the existing validation methods and to propose a532
unified benchmark for the assessment of context-specific reconstruction algorithms. This benchmark will533
help to identify potential deficiencies of existing and new algorithms and by such increase the quality of534
context-specific reconstruction algorithms and the models they generate. Although the tested algorithms535
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were validated by their authors in order to be published, the validation methods applied are often incomplete,536
e.g. a particular aspect of the output model fitting the context of the paper is tested like the ability to537
produce lactate from glucose in cancer models, leaving other pathways unconsidered. Further, discretization538
thresholds and other free parameters of the algorithms are likely to be set to optimally fit a particular539
dataset. Thus, when used in another context the algorithm might perform worse than expected from the540
original publication. The need of a unified benchmark is nicely illustrated by Figure 1 which shows that541
despite being fed with the same inputs, the output models vary considerably from each other e.g. the output542
models of RegExp and FASTCORE that share only around 30% of the reactions.543

Part of the variance between the output models is due to different aims and philosophies of the tested544
algorithms but also due to algorithm-related bias. The second aim of this work was to demonstrate to545
the users that the context-specific reconstruction algorithms are not equivalent and that the choice of the546
algorithm and selection of parameter settings for the algorithms have to be performed with care respecting547
the philosophy of the tested algorithm. For example, GIMME maximizes a chosen biological function548
and when using GIMME the user assumes that the metabolism of a cell is aimed at the fulfilment of this549
function. While this biological function can be assumed to be growth for many microorganisms or cancer550
cells, it is likely to be more complex for multicellular organisms, where multiple “objectives” have to be551
balanced. In the same way, FASTCORE takes as input core reactions that are always included in the output552
model and therefore a higher threshold corresponding to a higher confidence level should be set when553
using FASTCORE.554

Although the parameters were set according to the original papers, we are aware that some of the tested555
algorithms might perform better with a different parameter setting. We decided nevertheless when possible556
not to change the original parameter settings of the algorithm. First, because the main objective of this557
paper is not to assess existing algorithms but to propose a benchmark to validate context-specific algorithms.558
Second the finding of the optimal parameter setting is a computational demanding processes that would559
require i.e. crossvalidations or other criteria that are not always available. Finding the optimal parameter560
setting is beyond the scope of a benchmark and rises other questions like overfitting to the data. Third,561
algorithms should be sufficiently robust to be applied to other datasets with the optimal settings as defined562
by the authors. As a general principle, in order to avoid overfitting, the parameter estimation should not be563
performed on the same data than the one used for model generation. We therefore encourage the authors564
and the users of these algorithms to test them with others parameter settings that might be more appropriate.565

The benchmark that we suggest and for which we provide the scripts (http://systemsbiology.uni.lu/software)566
is based on several criteras:567
First of all the algorithms have to produce models of high quality that include genes or reactions that568
are supported by some evidence to be expressed in the context of interest. This aspect was assessed in569
the workflow by mapping Barcode z-scored gene information and confidence levels established by the570
Human Protein Atlas to the models. Context-specific reconstruction that extract sub- networks composed571
only of active reactions in the context of interest from a general reconstruction tend to produce output572
models that are enriched for genes with high z-scores and a high confidence level to be expressed at the573
protein level. Indeed although the activity does not correlate perfectly with expression intensities, it was574
shown that algorithms that exclude reactions with low expression values show a better predictive power575
than the generic models from which they were extracted. Both tests show that algorithms that perform a576
discretization of the input data perform better in these tests than algorithms that maximize the consistency577
between flux values and the data.578
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We noticed that within the discretizing algorithms, there are two conceptually distinct approaches when579
considering unsupported reactions. An inclusive concept which considers unknown data as present and580
an exclusive concept that considers unknown data as absent. Inclusive concepts tend to produce larger581
networks and score lower, when comparing the networks to additional data, while exclusive concepts tend582
to produce smaller networks and score higher.583

This can be considered as algorithm related bias and it is likely that when multiple algorithms are supplied584
with the same inputs, reactions that are found by only one or only few algorithms are more likely to be due585
to algorithm-related bias. Algorithm related bias is not negligible as shown by the huge variability of liver586
reconstructions with e.g. up to 30% of the reactions being different between the FASTCORE and RegrExp587
algorithm (Figure 1).588

Further, algorithms have to be robust to noise but nevertheless be precise enough to capture the variations589
in the metabolism of a cell in different contexts i.e. different cell types, different states e.g. healthy versus590
disease and eventually between different patients. These two criteria were tested using both experimental591
and artificial data. Algorithms like GIMME are performing extremely well in the cross-validation assay592
but score low in the tissue comparison test, as GIMME produces quite similar reconstructions for the593
different tissues tested. The algorithms using an inclusive concept tend to be more robust to noisy data594
but have a reduced resolution power. In contrast, exclusive algorithm are less robust as they tend to only595
recover reactions that are supported by the input data or reactions that are needed to obtain a consistent596
model, which allow a greater resolution power. Therefore among the tested algorithms, the FASTCORE597
family capture best the variation between the different tissues. Further, the confidence level of the reactions598
included in the 21 tissue models showed that the variability captured by the FASTCORE family models, was599
not due to noise or algorithm related bias. In the same aspect, the artificial model test gave some interesting600
insight into the quality of the reconstruction algorithms. While both groups of algorithms, including and601
excluding, generated about the same model when perfect information was available, they start to diverge602
at lower amounts of available data. In particular, with less information available the exclusive algorithms603
underestimate the target network and the including ones overestimate it. While this is to be expected it604
indicates that the use of two algorithms can give a good approximation of the quality of the available605
input data and completeness of the reconstruction. If both types of algorithms (inclusive and exclusive) do606
diverge substantially, it is likely that a relevant amount of input information is missing and that the “true”607
model is somewhere in between. Similarly, if the models are almost identical, it is likely that the input608
information and the reconstruction quality is high. GIMME will always include the objective function609
and all reactions necessary for this function to carry flux. Therefore, those reactions might influence the610
network size considerably. One advantage of an exclusive concept in this respect, is that its variability is611
less target model dependent than an inclusive approach. For smaller models, the FDR for inclusive models612
tends to rise much more rapidly with a more incomplete input data set than for larger models. As we613
commonly are unaware of the actual size of the target network, this might cause problems when using614
inclusive approaches.615

Another important aspect is the computational demand. To determine the processing time we decided616
when possible not to change the solver used in the original paper as we noticed that algorithms like e.g.617
RegrEX are sensitive to the used solver, with gurobi finding an initial solution guess faster than e.g. cplex618
and thus the result returned by cplex being unusable for the algorithm. The range of computational times619
is however substantial, with fast algorithms running in seconds to minutes and others taking hours or620
even days. One of the greatest advantages of faster algorithms, is their capability to be more thoroughly621
evaluated using cross-validation techniques, which is infeasible for an algorithm running several days. We622
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also observed an issue when running the INIT algorithm. For unknown reasons, the algorithm consistently623
stopped after 10 hours of computation. In particular, the resulting models were odd at best, as they should624
be close to the models generated by FASTCORE, and in the artificial test, should be optimal on optimal625
inputs. However, the artificial test was far from optimal, and we assume that the solver does terminate626
computation at some point.627

Finally, we also assessed the capacity of the context-specific reconstruction to pass the functional test as628
established in (Gille et al., 2010). We found that no algorithm outperforms random models, but that a fitted629
model can indeed show higher scores without adding more reactions, as seen in Figure 10. Unfortunately,630
obtaining functional data is a very time consuming process and necessitates intensive literature research631
every time a new tissue model is created. The failure of the tested algorithms in the functional test is mainly632
due to the high number of non-gene associated reactions in the generic input model (one third of Recon2)633
and due to the reactions associated to genes with low expression levels. The tested algorithms extract a634
sub-network from the input model that includes all or most reactions associated with high expressions635
levels (core) and few reactions with low expression levels (non-core) in order to obtain a consistent model.636
A slightly different core reactions set, can cause the core reactions to be connected in a different way637
and as a result the model displays different functionalities. As the choice of the non-core reactions is to a638
large extent not guided by the data, the obtained functions are random as shown by the functionality test.639
Interestingly, the reactions found in HepatoNet do have weak evidence when compared to HPA or z-scores,640
which partially provides another explanation for the inability of the tested algorithms to recover these641
activities. This however indicates that the general reconstruction currently used lacks either the correct642
gene-protein-reaction associations for several reactions necessary for the functionalities in liver, that there643
are alternative pathways missing in the reconstruction and the reactions used in HepatoNet are not the644
“true” reactions, that the functions are incorrectly assumed to be available in liver or that the functionality645
lacks information about the consumed cofactors. Indeed, as all the exchange reactions are closed, some646
reactions might not carry a flux as the associated cofactor cannot be regenerated. This would also explain647
why bigger models accumulate more functions. The larger the models, the higher the likelihood of internal648
loops that could allow a regeneration of cofactors. Further it might also indicate that transcriptomics649
alone might not be sufficient to build functionally correct models. Information on the uptake and excreted650
metabolite added to the input reactions set would probably increase the score of most algorithms. We did651
nevertheless not include this type of information in the input data as the latter is not available for in vivo652
tissues. While presence of importers and exporters does not influence the functional tests, they are however653
highly influenced by the availability of internal transporters.654

Assuming that the defined functions are indeed present in liver, this would indicate the importance of655
algorithms like tINIT which do take these functionalities into account and which could, given the right656
reference network, indicate potential missing links in the current reconstructions. tINIT is nevertheless657
not able to capture metabolic differences between different tissue as shown in Uhlén et al. (2015), calling658
for a new generation of algorithms that capture metabolic variation and that are able to take as input659
functionalities. Note here that algorithms like PRIME that do not extract a subnetwork to obtain a context-660
specific model, but modifies the bounds of the reactions of the input model, will have regardless of661
the modelled cell-type or context the same functionalities as the input model. Therefore PRIME would662
score as high as the generic Recon2 in a qualitative test. Nevertheless, the approach used by PRIME is663
extremely dependant on the accuracy of the growth measurement and biomass formulation, leading to a664
very variable quality of the flux prediction (Yikzah et al, 2014). In a quantitative test aiming to predict the665
production rate of lactate by cancer cells, PRIME showed a lower correlation to the experimental data than666
FASTCORMICS (Pacheco et al., 2015). This suggests that building context-specific algorithms with the667
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discretization-based algorithms and then constraining the uptakes rates of several key amino-acids and668
glucose as performed in (Pacheco et al., 2015) seems to be favourable. Further, as discussed in the main669
text, there is no unique function to which the metabolism of a non-cancerous pluricellular cell could be670
reduced and sofar is limited to handle one metabolic function.671

In general, we would recommend to assess the quality of an algorithm based on a combination of672
functional tests for a reconstructed tissue always in comparison to random networks, confirmation using673
an independent source of information (e.g. proteomics data, when only using expression data for the674
reconstruction), and an assessment of algorithmic properties, like dependence on target or input model size675
and dependence on input data quality. For the latter we would suggest using artificial networks to provide a676
complete knowledge on the expected outcome.677
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FIGURES

Figure 1. Similarity index of the models built by the different algorithms. The Jaccard index was computed
for each pair of models, the rows and column were then clustered in function of the euclidean distance.
Contrary to what was expected, the output models of the tested algorithms, despite having been fed with
the same input show a huge variability.The descritization-based algorithms (GIMME, iMAT, Akesson,
FASTCORE and FASTCORMICS) show the highest similarity levels.
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Figure 2. Reactions overlap: The number of reactions that are shared by the models built by the tested
algorithms. Each line represents HepatoNet or a model built by one of the tested algorithm. The plot
illustrates the number of reactions that are common to 1, 2, 3 up to all of the models.
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Figure 3. Resolution power: The plot shows Jaccard distances for the networks generated by the algorithms,
when trying to create the artificial networks. For each of the ten artificial models 100 runs were performed
and each square represents the mean Jaccard distance between these networks. E.g. For each percentage
and algorithm, the tenth square in the first row is the mean of all pairwise Jaccard distances between
the 100 models generated for artificial model 1 (the smallest) and the 100 models generated for artificial
model 10 (the largest) generated for the respective algorithm and percentage. The diagonal is the mean of
the pairwise Jaccard distances between 100 runs performed. The diagonal can therefore be an indicator
for robustness (the brighter, the more similar the models) while the off diagonal indicates similarities
between the generated models and is therefore an indicator for specificity to the input (the darker, the
more distinct the generated models). When 90% of the data is available, all the algorithms are able to
distinguish variations between the different models. But with a less complete data set, inclusive algorithms
(here GIMME and Akesson) lose in specificity. It would also be expected that when only 50% of the data
is available, the robustness decreases.
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Figure 4. The plots show the mean Jaccard distance between the networks generated by the different
algorithms for several artificial models and input percentages. For each algorithm, the corresponding
networks (using the same input data) are compared. The models are provided in Supplementary File 5.
Sizes are: Model 1: 961; Model 4: 1876; Model 7: 2629; Model 10: 3455. Smaller models (e.g. Model 1)
tend to yield more distinguishable results, while larger models (due to a larger fraction of common reactions),
tend to yield more similar networks. Overall, the difference between inclusive (GIMME/Akesson) and
exclusive (Fastcore/FASTCORMICS) algorithms is clearly visible.
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Figure 5. Confidence score at the transcriptomic level: Median z-score of the intensity measured in the
liver samples to the median intensity distribution for the genes in an unexpressed context mapped the
genes-associated reactions of Recon2 (yellow), HepatoNet (orange) the GIMME (dark blue), iMAT (light
blue), INIT (green), RegrEx (gray), Akesson (dark green), FASTCORE z-score (pink) and FASTCORMICS
(brown) Discretization-based algorithms (GIMME, iMAT, FASTCORE and FASTCORMICS) are enriched
for higher z-score values.

Figure 6. Ubiquity of expression: Number of reactions of Recon2 with a high or medium confidence
level that are shared between 1, 2, 3 up to 48 tissues of the Human Protein Atlas. Reactions with a high
confidence level tend to have a tissue-specific expression.
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Figure 7. Tissue specificity of reconstructed models. Number of reactions that are present in 1, 2, 3 up
to 36 tissues models. For INIT and RegrEX, more than 1500 and 3000 reactions are present in all tissues
models, while a similar number is present in all but one model created by the Akesson method. Due to
computational complexity of iMAT it was only possible to generate 14 out of 36 tissue models.
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Figure 8. Percentage of reactions that are associated with high confidence (dark blue), medium confidence
level (light blue), low confidence level (khaki) and not detected (yellow). Each subplot represent a different
tissue. The x-axis represent the different algorithms: 1-GIMME, 2-iMAT, 3-INIT, 4-RegrEX, 5-Akesson,
6-FASTCORE z-score and 7-FASTCORMICS and the y-axis the percentage of reactions.
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Figure 9. Quality measurements of the algorithms. FDR - False discovery rate, Spec - Specificity, Sens -
Sensitivity. Data shown is a the mean of 100 runs for each model/input data. The model sizes are: Model 1:
961, Model 4: 1876, Model 7:2629, Model 10: 3455
While the quality of the FASTCORE models is independent of the target model size, the inclusive
approaches tend to largely overestimate smaller models, when insufficient data is available. A plot with all
Models can be found in Supplementary File 1.
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Figure 10. Scores in the physiological tests correlate with the size of the network. 260 Random Networks
are shown with blue circles.
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Method Used by

Consistency testing

Cross validation PRIME, FASTCORE, MBA, FASTCORMICS, iMAT
Diversity of generated models GIMME, mCADRE, tINIT, FASTCORMICS

Comparison based testing

Comparison with manually curated network INIT, MBA
Comparison with additional databases mCADRE, RegrEx, iMAT
Comparison with shRNA knockdown screens MBA, FASTCORMICS
Comparison with literature mining iMAT
Comparison with metabolic exchange rates PRIME
Comparison with known metabolic functions MBA, mCADRE, FASTCORE

Table 1. Overview of methods used for validation of automated tissue specific reconstruction algorithms.

Algorithm Input Publication

Akesson04 Set of inactive genes Åkesson et al. (2004)
FASTCORE Set of active reactions Vlassis et al. (2014)
FASTCORMICS Gene expression data Pacheco et al. (2015)
GIMME Gene expression data, objective function Becker and Palsson (2008)
GIM3E Gene expression data, metabolomics data, objective function Becker and Palsson (2008)
iMAT Gene expression data Zur et al. (2010)
INIT Gene expression data and metabolite presence data Agren et al. (2012)
MBA High, medium and low reaction sets Jerby et al. (2010)
mCADRE Gene expression data Wang et al. (2012)
PRIME Growth rates, gene expression data Yizhak et al. (2014)
RegrEx Gene expression data Robaina Estévez and Nikoloski (2015)
tINIT Gene expression data, functions, metabolite presence Agren et al. (2014)

Table 2. Algorithms available for tissue specific metabolic network reconstruction. Most methods can use
expression data as input but there are some that need additional inputs.

Table 3. Models numerics: Size, number of input reactions with high expression respectively z-score levels,
fractions of input reactions set included in the output models, number of genes-associated reactions in the
model and running time. *Note that RegrEx was run on a different computer with an Intel(R)Xeon(R)CPU
E3 1241-v3 @ 3.50 GHz processor

Model Size Input Gene-associated Time in
reactions reactions seconds

GIMME 3513 2441 2087 4458
iMAT 3649 2441 2440 2098
INIT 3913 2020 2787 36002
RegrEx* 3239 1626 2576 64
Akesson 5740 1594 3715 54
FASTCORE z-score 2882 1595 2084 17
FASTCORMICS 2663 1595 1906 112

TABLES
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Table 4. Number and percentage of reactions recovered from the
validation set, average model size over 100 reconstruction processes

Validation Set Recovered % of Recovered Sample size Input hypergeometric
reactions reactions p-value

GIMME 488 408 (6.42) 83.57% 1878 (6.42) 3871 < 1e− 100
iMAT 488 335 (10.85) 68.68% 1631 (29.85) 3871 < 1e− 100
INIT 345 (7.16) 83.7 24.26% 1931 (113.63) 4469 (7.16) 1
RegrEX 326 (12.79) 160 (19.25) 48.9% 2528 (201) 4524 (12.79) 0.96
Akesson 4 0.98 (1.41) 24.5% 5343 (6.54) 5828 (24.5) ND
FASTCORE z-score 319 121.6 (8.26) 38.12% 1332 (27.33) 4548 0.0051
FASTORMICS 335(0.4) 192( 7.79) 57.14% 1516 (27.13) 4782 (7.57) 1e-18
without medium

Table 5. Comparison between the z-score distribution associated to the models build by
the different methods. The p-values indicate the likelihood that the z-score associated with
the model on on the left side is larger than the one on the right side of the table.

Model 1 Model KS p-value
FASTCORE z-score FASTCORMICS 1e-10
GIMME FASTCORE z-score 3e-111
iMAT GIMME 2e-24
INIT iMAT < 1e− 100
HepatoNet INIT 9 e-18
Akesson Hepatonet 6e-20
consistRecon Akesson 0.04
RegRexp consistRecon 3e-14
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Table 6. Number, percentage of gene-associated reactions and percentage of reactions of
each context-specific reconstruction that have a high, medium and low confidence score to be
expressed at the protein level. An enrichment in high and medium confidence level is observed
for discretization-based algorithms (GIMME, iMAT, FASTCORE z-score and FASTCORMICS.

algorithms description high medium low not detected
number of reactions 628 641 65 265

Recon % of the reactions of the model 11 % 11 % 1 % 5 %
% of the gene-associated reactions 17 % 17 % 2 % 7 %
number of reactions 213 266 47 108

HepatoNet % of the reactions of the model 9 % 11 % 2 % 5 %
% of the gene-associated reactions 12 % 15 % 3 % 6 %
number of reactions 518 444 47 126

GIMME % of the reactions of the model 15 % 13 % 1 % 4 %
% of the gene-associated reactions 25 % 21 % 2 % 6 %
number of reactions 574 525 55 153

iMAT % of the reactions of the model 16 % 14 % 2 % 4 %
% of the gene-associated reactions 24 % 22 % 2 % 6 %
number of reactions 453 499 55 155

iNIT % of the reactions of the model 12 % 13 % 1 % 4 %
% of the gene-associated reactions 16 % 18 % 2 % 6 %
number of reactions 376 418 41 186

RegrEX % of the reactions of the model 12 % 13 % 1 % 6 %
% of the gene-associated reactions 15 % 16 % 2 % 7 %
number of reactions 624 637 64 260

Akesson08 % of the reactions of the model 11 % 11 % 1 % 5 %
% of the gene-associated reactions 17 % 17 % 2 % 7 %
number of reactions 584 413 21 123

FASTCORE z-score % of the reactions of the model 20 % 14 % 1 % 4 %
% of the gene-associated reactions 28 % 20 % 1 % 6 %
number of reactions 570 391 15 73

FASTCORMICS % of the reactions of the model 21 % 15 % 1 % 3 %
% of the gene-associated reactions 30 % 21 % 1 % 4 %
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